EXT MOVIE THEATER NIGHT

OLD PERSON

YOUNG PERSON

Action

An old and wise person and a young person stand in front of a movie poster.

YOUNG PERSON

That was a great movie.. (waits a second) ..but I don’t understand one thing.

OLD PERSON

Humm, what’s that?

YOUNG PERSON

I don’t understand how anyone possibly can be seduced by the.. dark side (in a scary voice).

Action

The Old person stops and thinks..

OLD PERSON

Well.. (after thinking) ..What computer do you use at home?

YOUNG PERSON

(Eagerly) A Macintosh!

OLD PERSON

Okay but.. what computer does your father use at work?

YOUNG PERSON

Oww..(understanding it) Seduced by the Dark Side!!!
Action

The Younger person is excited.

Action

The Older Person is happy that he taught the boy something.

Fade out to black.